


Get the 
Advantage. 
The 6t Zero Tail Swing Mini Excavator 
Solution You Were Looking For.

Additional counterweightSpaciously designed cabin

Superior Operability
•Minimum front swing radius is a compact 2560mm, 
  achieving remarkable maneuverability for tight 
  worksites.

•Spaciously designed cabin allows operation in a 
  relaxing atmosphere, with large door for easy 
  boarding, stay-damper assisted front window for 
  easier raising/lowering, and fully-opening right side 
  window with stopper. Flexible radio antenna offers 
  superior damage resistance.

•Wrist control type short joystick levers are 
  equipped as standard. Combined with the armrest, 
  it's possible to operate the machine simply by 
  moving your wrist.

•A safety lever which locks all operations including 
  driving and boom swing 
  (excluding blade lowering) is equipped to prevent 
  misoperation.

•By reducing the space between the bucket and dozer 
  blade, it was made easier to dig dirt and sand.

 •Additional counterweight (300kg) can be optionally 
  mounted to further increase stability. (Installation 
  increases tail swing radius by 120mm)





Superior Safety
•Full rotation parking brake is equipped as standard. 
  Since it engages at any angle in the full swing range, it 
  eliminates the swing drift that tends to occur on 
  inclined surfaces and makes it unnecessary to 
  manually lock the rotation.

•Boom holding valve minimizes the natural fall of the 
  boom from its stopped position. It also ensures 
  safety when the excavator is not in use.

Superior Durability
•The boom's built-in lamp has been positioned on the 
  cylinder rod section. Even in severe environments 
  the operator can work without worrying about 
  damaging the lamp.

•A rust-free resin-based large-capacity fuel tank has 
  been incorporated. The radiator and hydraulic cooler 
  are made of corrosion-resistant aluminum.

•Equipped with highly durable bucket. The bucket's lip 
  plate thickness is 20% thicker than conventional 
  types, and the number of bucket bottom 
  reinforcement plates has been increased.

Boom's built-in lamp Highly durable bucket

Mobility that goes far beyond
Two speeds are available —5.1km/h in high gear and 
2.6km/h in low gear. Swing speed is also a quick 
9.5rpm.
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Superior Usability

Working range that goes far beyond
Features top class maximum digging depth, maximum 
digging radius, maximum digging height, and maximum 
dumping height. It offers superior usability in a wide 
range of situations.
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Superior Ease of Maintenance
•The angled crawler frame design inhibits dirt from 
  caking onto the surface and promotes better water 
  drainage when washed, making crawler maintenance a 
  breeze.

•By incorporating an oil pressure measurement port 
  with quick coupler, initial inspection can be done 
  with greater ease.

•With a fully opening type engine cover, and a 
  radiator front cover that opens and closes with one-
  touch simplicity, inspection and maintenance are 
  easier than ever.

•Control valve is positioned on right side of the body 
  for easy access and inspection.

Angled crawler frame Oil pressure measurement 
port with quick coupler

Fully opening type engine cover Control valves

40.841.4

Digging force that goes far beyond

Bucket digging force

The bucket's digging force is a high-power 41.4kN. In 
conjunction with its wide working range, it offers a 
major improvement in job efficiency.
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Refueling efficiency that goes far beyond
The fuel tank capacity is an immense 85L. This greatly 
extends the duration between fueling and reduces 
refueling requirements at work sites.
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Loose grade stability that goes far beyond

Average ground pressure

Ground pressure is an amazingly low 30.2kgf/cm2, 
making it highly usable in loose foundation 
environments such as on sandy or moist ground.
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